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The onditions for the formation of spatial optial solitons within a planar layer of nemati

liquid rystals (nemations) have been established experimentally; the features of solitons

propagation and interation have been studied. It has been shown that the interation of

two nemations leads to their spatial attration and merging. Based on analysis of the shift

of one nemation under the e�et of another nemation, the optial ontrol of the nemation

position has been realized due to a hange in the power of the other. Capturing of low-power

light beam into the waveguide hannel formed by the nemation has been implemented.
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1. Introdution

Spatial optial solitons formed in nonlinear

media result from ompensation of light di�ra-

tion owing to the self-fousing nonlinear e�et [1℄.

Great interest to spatial solitons stems from the

fat that they are apable of di�rationless propa-

gation, enabling their use as data medium in opti-

al ommuniation and data proessing systems.

Numerous papers are devoted to optial solitons

in various media: semiondutors, organi materi-

als, dyes, metal vapors, photorefrative and non-

linear optial rystals exhibiting Kerr, resonane,

photorefrative and other type nonlinearities [2℄.

Speial attention has been given in the last

few years to solitons in liquid rystals, spei�al-

ly to nemati liquid rystals (NLC). The elon-

gated form of their moleules ontributes to mu-

tual orientation of the moleules and determines

anisotropy of the physial properties of NLC. The

unique physial properties of NLC are aused

by high birefringene that is greater than op-

�
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tial anisotropy of other rystalline media by

several orders of magnitude. Moreover, one an

ontrol anisotropy by the applied low magneti

and eletri �elds (Frederiks transition) to re-

ate the eletrially ontrolled di�ration elements

[3�6℄. As a result "giant"orientation nonlinearity

in NLC is higher than Kerr nonlinearity in nor-

mal liquids by nine orders of magnitude [7℄. High

anisotropy (�n � 0:1 � 0:5) makes it possible to

realize the total internal re�etion e�et at the

interfae between the two NLC regions di�ering

in the diretor orientation [8�10℄, to implement

the eletrially ontrolled polarization separation

of light beams [11℄, to reate the eletrially on-

trolled LC waveguides [12, 13℄.

The harateristi feature of NLC is the pos-

sibility to ontrol optially the LC diretor un-

der the e�et of polarized light (the light-indued

Frederiks transition). It should be noted that this

e�et takes plae at relatively low intensities of

laser radiation (� 1kW=m

2

) [14℄.

The spatial optial solitons exited and prop-

agating in NLC are termed the "nemations". The

keen interest to nemations is aroused due to their
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stability and due to the possibility to use the ex-

ternal eletri �elds for their ontrol. Beause of

this, they may be used for the development of

di�erent funtional elements of integrated optis.

To illustrate, the optially ontrolled X-juntion

to swith the output signals initiated simultane-

ously with the exited solitons has been realized

on the propagation of nemations having di�erent

(low and high) powers in two paths [15℄. There

is a possibility to ontrol the nemation propa-

gation diretion (routing) by means of the inter-

ation with di�erent miroobjets (air bubbles,

glass balls, et.). The total internal re�etion and

de�etion of optial signals from suh spherial

defets with the varied propagation angle have

been realized [16, 17℄. Changing of the nemati-

on propagation diretion by several degrees has

been implemented due to the eletri �eld applied

to a LC layer [18℄.

This paper presents the experimental results

obtained in studies of the exitation onditions for

spatial nemations in NLC under the e�et of on-

tinuous radiation from a helium-neon laser and

of the seond-harmoni radiation from a diode-

pumped Nd:YAG laser. The possibility for ap-

turing the test low-power signal by the nemati-

on formed in a sample with subsequent routing

of the signal along its path is demonstrated. The

realized optial ontrol of the spatial position of

a referene nemation on its interation with a

variable-power nemation is demonstrated.

2. Experimental setup

To study experimentally the onditions for

exitation of solitons and the features of their in-

teration in NLC, a LC ell of the sandwih type

(Fig. 1) has been manufatured. This ell repre-

sents a �at apillary omprising two glass sub-

strates. The inner surfae of the glass plates is

overed, by the rod-oating method, with thin

�lms of a photosensitive alignment polymer. Then

the substrates are thermally treated to remove the

solvent. The initial planar orientation of the dire-

tor

�!

n parallel to axis OX (n k OX) is attained

by mehanial rubbing of the photopolymeri lay-

er. The maromoleular photoross-linking is a

result of illumination of the aligning layer with

nonpolarized UV radiation [19℄. The gap thik-

ness between the ell substrates spei�ed by the

diameter of the �ber spaers omes to 100�m.

The gap between the plates is �lled with a ne-

mati liquid rystal. In the proess of work, the

authors have used a positive birefringent NLC-

1289 with yanobiphenyls as its major ompo-

nent, and alkoxyphenyl esters of alkyl transy-

lohexanearboxyli aid - as a diluent (develop-

ments of the Mosow Sienti� Researh Institute

for Organi Intermediates, Russia). The optial

anisotropy of LC measured at room temperature

for the wavelengths �

1

= 532nm and �

2

= 633nm

was �n

1

= 0; 167 and �n

2

= 0; 156, respetive-

ly. The refrative index for an ordinary wave was

n

o

= 1:53 and for the extraordinary wave at the

wavelengths �

1

= 532 nm and �

2

= 633nm -

n

e1

= 1:7, n

e2

= 1:69.

Fig. 2 shows an experimental setup used

in the proess of work. A semitransparent mir-

ror (5) o�ers the odiretional propagation of

beams from a He-Ne laser (1) with the operating

wavelength 632:8nm and from a diode-pumped

Nd:YAG laser (2) operating in the frequeny dou-

bling mode at the wavelength 532nm. The intensi-

ty of laser radiation is varied with the help of light

�lters (3-4). A polarizer (6) provides for the lin-

ear vertial polarization of light waves (

�!

E k OZ).

By a mirolens (X40) (7) the laser beams are fo-

used to the LC ell end (9). The waist diameter
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FIG. 1: Shemati of LC ell

of Gaussian light beams at the entrane to the

LC element is about 4�m. The LC ell is �xed by

a mehanial holder (8) to o�er the sample po-

sitioning along three spatial axes to an auray

of 5�m. The light �eld propagation within a LC

layer is observed due to sattering of light from in-

homogeneities in LC deteted by a CCD-amera

(10) used in onjuntion with 8X mirolens.

FIG. 2. Shemati of an experimental setup used to

exite nemations and to study their interations

Shemati diagram of the developed LC el-

ement and the resulting di�ration pattern are

shown in Fig.1. LC ell onsists of two glass plates

with transparent eletrodes made of indium oxide.

The thikness of the LC layer was 20 mirometers.

A positive nemati liquid rystal VIN9 on the ba-

sis of yanobiphenyls and Demuth esters devel-

oped at the Researh Institute of Applied Phys-

ial Problems of the Belarusian State University

has been used. The refrative index at the probing

radiation wavelength � = 632nm for an extraor-

dinary wave was n

e

= 1:67 and for an ordinary

wave it was n

o

= 1:49.

To reate a spatially strutured LC ell pho-

tosensitive polymer layer with thikness of about

0.1 mirometer were applied to the surfae of the

eletrode by entrifugation of a 2 perents solu-

tion of the polymer in ethyl aetate. The illumi-

nation of the �rst layer was arried out through

a speially designed mask to form the di�ration

struture that produes the light �eld with desired

properties. The exposure time was hosen so that

the onversion of the photosensitive omponent

is at least 90 perents. For reation of an orien-

tated layer on the seond glass plate we used the

photopolymer uniformly illuminated by radiation

with polarization orthogonal with respet to the

radiation, whih illuminates the �rst layer. Thus,

the orthogonal orientations of the LC diretor on

the illuminated areas of the opposite substrates

are formed, whih orresponds to the formation

of spatially modulated twisted struture in the

volume of the LC layer. The values of the di�ra-

tion e�ieny in the �rst order obtained with this

method of forming the LC elements are lose to

the limit value for thin phase holograms [5℄.

3. Formation of spatial solitons in

NLC

To study experimentally the spatial optial-

soliton exitation onditions, the foused vertial-

ly polarized (

�!

E k OZ) light beam of a Nd:YAG
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laser (2), with the wave vetor parallel to axis ÎY

(

�!

k k OY ), was input into the end of the LC ell

under study. Suh geometry of the linearly polar-

ized light and the planar oriented LC layer was

seleted to provide the exitation onditions for

the waveguide propagation mode of laser radia-

tion.

It is known that the e�etive refrative in-

dex n

ef

is dependent on the angle 	 between the

LC diretor and the light-wave polarization vetor

[20℄:

n

ef

(	) =

n

o

n

e

p

n

2

e

sin

2

	+ n

2

o

os

2

	

(1)

where n

o

and n

e

- refrative indies for an

ordinary and an extraordinary wave, respetive-

ly. When the optial power density of radiation

injeted into the LC element is lower than the

threshold value for the light-indued Frederiks

transition, the angle between the LC diretor and

the light wave polarization vetor is determined

as 	 =

�

2

, the refrative index for the vertially

polarized mode orresponding to that of an ordi-

nary wave n

o

.

When the light beam intensity is higher than

the threshold value, in the radiation loalization

area the LC diretor is reoriented, aiming to be

parallel with a �eld of the light wave. The di-

retor orientation angle � is determined from the

ondition of a minimal free energy of the planar

oriented LC layer in a light wave �eld [21℄. In this

ase the diretor orientation is assoiated with the

thermodynamially equilibrium state of a LC lay-

er that orresponds to the equality of the diretor

rotational moment in a light wave �eld and of the

angular momentum tending to restore the initial

planar state of the diretor. In this way, due to the

e�et of the light wave �eld, the angle 	 between

the LC diretor and the light wave polarization

vetor 	 =

�

2

� � is hanged, and the e�etive re-

frative index n

ef

for this experimental geometry

is a funtion of the LC diretor orientation angle

�:

n

ef

(�) =

n

o

n

e

p

n

2

e

os

2

� + n

2

o

sin

2

�

(2)

As a maximal value of the optial density is

attained at the enter of the beam setion, tend-

ing to zero at the edges, the gradient waveguide

is formed within the LC medium [22℄. Figs. 3,

a, b show the interation patterns of polarized

radiation with the LC diretor and also the ex-

perimental results for di�erent powers of opti-

al radiation injeted into the LC ell (Fig. 3,

 - 3, h). Photographs 3,  - 3, e are assoiated

with a di�ration beam expansion at the intensi-

ty below the threshold intensity when the light-

indued Frederiks transition is not observed. The

indiated values of the power of laser radiation

P = 1 � 3mW whih omply with the intensity

at the beam waist I = 8� 24kW=m

2

are insu�-

ient to realize the nonlinear orientational e�et.

As the power is growing, the light �eld begins to

reorient the LC moleules. The refrative index

n

ef

of the medium for the seleted polarization of

laser radiation is growing more at the beam en-

ter to ause its ompression (Fig. 3, f). When the

optial power is as high as 5 mW (at the inten-

sity I = 40kW=m

2

), the beam is self-hanneled

and takes the form of a spatial nemation (Fig. 3,

g). With further growing of the optial power, a

stable nemation is formed, whereas the reord-

ed width of the propagating light beam remains

onstant (Fig. 3, h).
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FIG. 3. Experimental results for the exitation of a namation: a, b - shemati of the light di�ration and

self-fousing proesses in a LC layer;  - f - light wave di�ration; g, h - formation of a stable soliton

4. Interation of light beams and

nemations

Let us onsider the interation between a ne-

mation and a low-power light beam, taking the

nemation formed by radiation of a Nd:YAG laser

(532nm) and by the light beam of a helium-neon

laser (632:8nm) as an example. Both beams were

introdued into the LC ell ollinearly and their

polarization was vertial (

�!

E k OZ). The power of

a helium-neon laser was P = 0:5mW , the power

of a Nd:YAG laser was varying within the range

P = 2 � 6mW . In the proess of reording the

interation pattern of the two beams in a NLC

layer, sattered radiation of a Nd:YAG laser was

suppresses by the light �lter positioned in front of

the CCD-amera. Fig. 4 shows the photographs

for the o-diretional beam propagation pattern

at di�erent powers of radiation from a Nd:YAG

laser. As seen, when the power of radiation is be-

low the threshold value for the nemation exita-

tion (Fig. 4, a - d), the light beam is subjeted

to di�ration expansion. With the growing pow-

er of radiation from a Nd:YAG laser, the formed

waveguide hannel aptures radiation of a helium-

neon laser (Fig. 4, e - f).

The interation between the nemations ex-

ited within a LC layer has been studied us-

ing the following experimental geometry: after

their introdution into the LC layer, the beams

of Nd:YAG and He-Ne lasers with the optial

power above the threshold (P

NdY AG

= 11mW ,

P

He�Ne

= 5:5mW ) were propagating at an an-

gle to one another (� = 13

Æ

). Figure 5 shows

Nonlinear Phenomena in Complex Systems Vol. 20, no. 2, 2017
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FIG. 4. Experimental results for hanneling of a low-

power optial signal: a - d - di�ration of radiation

from a helium-neon laser when the power of radiation

from a Nd:YAG laser is below the threshold; e, f -

radiation apturing and hanneling when the power is

higher than the threshold

the photographs demonstrating the mutual in�u-

ene of the light beams propagating within the LC

volume with the optial power above the thresh-

old.The photograph at Fig. 5, a shows the inde-

pendent propagation paths of nemations whih

were �xed by superposition of two photographs.

Fig. 5, b gives the result of simultaneous propaga-

tion of the nemations merging and propagating

along the same path. As seen, mutual in�uene

of optial �elds on the moleules of LC results in

the formation of a ommon waveguide hannel,

beginning from the entrane point of laser beams

into the LC element. In this ase the waveguide

hannel is between the two separate waveguides

ourring for eah beam. Shifting of the propaga-

tion path of one nemation is depending on the

power of the other.

FIG. 5. Propagation pattern of two nemations: a -

independent propagation of nemations, superposition

of two photographs; b � simultaneous propagation of

nemations

Figure 6 shows an example of the ontrol

over the radiation position for a He-Ne laser due

to a hange in the power of a Nd:YAG laser. Sim-

ilar to Fig. 4, sattered radiation of a Nd:YAG

laser was suppressed by the light �lter positioned

in front of the CCD-amera. It is seen that a
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hange in the power of a Nd:YAG laser leads

to the hanged de�etion angle of the nemation

formed by radiation of a helium-neon laser. The

maximal de�etion of red nemation was 300�m

at a distane of 3000�m from the entrane into

the LC ell, the de�etion angle from the initial

position in this ase being equal to � = 5; 3

Æ

.

FIG. 6. Optially ontrolled spatial shifting of the ne-

mation position

5. Conlusion

Based on the onduted experimental stud-

ies, the onditions for the formation of nemations

in the planar oriented LC ell when using radia-

tion of a helium-neon (632:8nm) and a Nd:YAG

(532nm) laser were determined. The threshold in-

tensity required for the exitation of a spatial op-

tial soliton was 40kW=m

2

and was assoiated

with the power 5mW when a diameter of the light

beam at the entrane to the LC ell was equal to

4�m The formation of a soliton at one wavelength

makes it possible to apture radiation at the oth-

er wavelength to realize hanneling of low-power

light beams. Using the interation of two solitons,

one an realize their onvergene and merging in-

to one soliton. Owing to the relationship between

the de�etion angle of one soliton and the power

of the seond soliton, the optial ontrol of soli-

tons may be implemented, failitating their use

for the reation of ompat and inexpensive all-

optial LC swithes for light �elds.
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